HEALTHCARE REPORTING CENTRE
Saran Ashram Hospital

A Healthcare Reporting Centre for screening of those who are residents of DEI hostels or Dayalbagh or DEI students, faculty and staff who are coming from out of town for academic reasons are required to report to the Healthcare Reporting Centre at Saran Ashram Hospital for screening. It will run round-the-clock.

The doctors on duty at the Centre will, after evaluation issue a fitness slip to each of them for participation in duty/residence in hostels/Dayalbagh, as the case may be or refer them for further assessment.

You are requested to suitably advise all such individuals to first report to the Healthcare Reporting Centre and obtain the fitness slip before being deployed/ permitted to reside inside hostels/Dayalbagh or join classes.

It is further suggested that local students entering DEI may also be questioned regarding their health and those who may have symptoms may referred to the Healthcare Reporting Centre for assessment and disposal.

A copy of the duty roster of doctors at the above Centre which comes into force from 4 pm today and a copy of screening proforma is attached for your kind information and reference

Dr. Vijai Kumar